
Take appropriate evacuation actions
to protect your life

Information to prompt actionAlarm levels and conditions

Types of evacuation information 

Alarms are issued for floods, landslides, tidal waves and inland water flooding (not issued for tsunamis).

When there is a high risk of disaster and it is dangerous to go to a designated evacuation area, move to a 

nearby safe place (nearby evacuation) or a safe room in the building (indoor safety assurance).

Evacuate voluntarily if you feel danger, even if no instruction has been issued.

Disaster occurrence
or risk of disaster

High risk of disaster

Risk of disaster

Worsening weather conditions

Possibility of worsening weather conditions

Evacuation
directive

Everyone must
evacuate

from dangerous places

Actions to be taken

Keep this leaflet

(Revision R3)

Family members who take time to evacuate

I must evacuate at E.g.) Alarm level 3, etc.

Emergency
safety
assurance

Your life is
in danger
Secure safety

immediately!
Issued to the extent possible when a 

disaster occurrence is recognized.

Be sure to evacuate by the time a level 4 alarm is issued!Be sure to evacuate by the time a level 4 alarm is issued!

Advisory Confirm
evacuation actions(from the Meteorological Agency)

Early advisory
(from the Meteorological Agency)

Prepare 
for evacuation

Evacuation
of the elderly,
etc.

Elderly and disabled
people must evacuate
from dangerous places
(other people should evacuate

voluntarily in the case of danger).

The elderly Those requiring assistance People who are sick

Babies and small children Pregnant people Disabled people
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Prepare in advance

Obtain evacuation and weather information

Kanazawa City Risk Management Department   TEL:076-220-2366   FAX:076-233-9999

My family’s evacuation place
(evacuation center)

E.g.) XX elementary school, etc.

Write it down

My family’s meeting place
Meeting places designated 
by your community, etc.

TV (data broadcast)
Obtain the latest information from the news, 
etc. Disaster and evacuation information are 
issued via data 
broadcast.

Kanazawa Bosai dot com
(disaster information service)

Information regarding weather alarms and 
evacuation is sent to 
registered users via email.

Obtain information
via your smartphone

Kanazawa City
official social media & apps

Kanazawa City Website
Information regarding evacuation and 
opening of 
evacuation centers 
is published..

Disaster radio broadcast
Evacuation information etc. is 
announced via outdoor speakers.

Information regarding evacuation and 

disasters is issued in emergencies.

DATA

Ishikawa Prefecture
River Information 
System

Kanazawa Local
Meteorological Office

iOS AndroidLINETwitter

Ishikawa Prefecture
Landslide Information 
System

please call the information service
(automated phone service)

0180-99-7171

Confirm your 

evacuation 

route
Check the 

hazard map

Store three 

days of food 

to be taken to 

an evacuation 

center

Write it down

My house is in a flooding area

My house is in a landslide (special) 
warning area

Kanazawa City official app

If you miss the announcement, 

Scan to register

River water
levels

Weather
information

Landslide
information

Yes

No

Yes

No

(Estimated water depth m)


